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Du’a for Reading the Book

R

ead the following Du’a (supplication) before you study a
religious book or an Islamic lesson, you will remember
whatever you study, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ:
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Translation
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Open the door of knowledge and wisdom for us,
O Allah Ȑ
and have mercy on us! O the One Who is the Most Honourable
and Glorious!

$O0XVWDϭUDIYROSS 

Note: Recite ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī ȯ once before and after the Du’ā.
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 ȱȱȱȱǵȱ
No matter how lazy satan tries to make you feel, read this
booklet from beginning to end. Not only will you be acquiring
the wealth of reward but also getting aware of the significance
of the acts of worship performed in youth.

Excellence of ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī ȯ
The Mercy for the entire creation, the Guide to the path of
salvation ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ has said, ‘O people! Without doubt,
the one to attain salvation quickly on the Day of Judgement from
its horrors and accountability will be the one amongst you who
will have recited ৡalāt upon me in abundance in the world.’
-DPՍXO-DZÁPLՍYROSSΤDGëġ 

ΤDVKUNëWëUDJëVL\ÁåëPD\Q
1īUåD\VKDPՍHSXU]L\ÁåD\'XUīG
&åRęL\RPDW'XUīGNR.ÁIë
5ÁåH-DQQDWNÁUDåQXPÁåD\'XUīG
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Translation: ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī is a beacon in the gloom of the
Resurrection Day. O Kāfī! Never give up reciting ৡalāt-‘AlanNabī. It is indeed a guide leading to path to Paradise.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Search for youth
It is said that an elderly person was once passing through some
area. Extremely old, he was so bent that it looked as if he was
looking for something over the ground. Seeing him, a comical
young man said in jest, ‘O old man! What are you searching
for?’ Although what he said was infuriating, the old man replied
whilst demonstrating great tolerance and sagacity and presenting
a thought-provoking piece of advice in return for his taunting
remark, ‘Son! I am looking for my youth.’ Astonished to have
heard an unexpectedly amazing reply to his snide comment,
the young man asked, ‘Dear uncle! I could not comprehend
what you mean. Is youth a thing of the kind that can be looked
for? Has anyone losing it once ever been able to regain it?’ The
elderly man responded, ‘This is what I regret now. When
young, I could not avail myself of it. Today, I have realized its
significance but I no longer have it. If only I had regained it so
that I would make up for my past follies and foibles and would
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ wholeheartedly!’
worship Allah Ȑ
2
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If only my youth had returned to me so I would inform it of how
old age has treated me.
Then, heaving a deep sigh of remorse and regret, he went onto
say: Extremely regretfully! I have lost my wealth of youth. Now
there is no use crying over spilt milk. I could not benefit from
my youth. I could neither perform virtuous deeds nor make any
preparation for my afterlife but rather spent my youth sleeping
deeply over the bed of heedlessness.
I am now in my dotage with deteriorating health and weakening
body. I have enthusiasm for worship now but have lost courage
due to being old. Then, making individual effort, the aged man
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! You are now young.
said, ‘Son! By the grace of Allah Ȑ
Take advantage of your youth. Exert yourself to perform worship.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ before you get bent. Otherwise,
Bow in the court of Allah Ȑ
just like me, you will also be searching for your youth after you
have been old and bent. But, at that time, you will have nothing
except for wistfulness and shamefulness. You will be emptyhanded to have lost your childhood in playing and youth in
sleeping, and will be crying in ageing.’ The elderly man’s polite
way of counselling in an advising and sympathizing tone along
with fragrant Madanī pearls of individual effort touched the
heart of the young man, impressing him greatly. The very same
young man who had shot the arrow of a taunting remark at the
3
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old man a few moments ago was inspired to promise the old man
that he would make best use of his youth by spending it in piety.
Highlighting the significance of youth, the beloved son of
A’lā ণaঌrat, Muftī-e-A’am Hind Maulānā Mustafa Razā Khān
ȘüƅÈ Ǡ
ÄÇ øȑ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Ä È §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has composed a couplet in his collection of poems
known as ‘Sāmān-e-Bakhshish’:
5L\Á]DWND\\HåëGLQåD\QEXęåDSD\PD\QNDåÁQåLPPDW
-RNXFåNHUQÁåRDENHUORDEåë1īUëMDZÁQWXPåR

Translation: This is the time when we must adopt asceticism.
O Nūrī! Do now what you have to do because you are young.
You will not be courageous enough to do it in old age.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Present flower in return for thorn
Dear Islamic brothers! The foregoing parable contains precious
Madanī pearls of admonition, advice and wisdom. One of the
Madanī pearls is to have patience instead of making a retort
when somebody talks in a taunting tone or resorts to criticism.
Guiding the objecting person politely and presenting him with
a Madanī pearl in return for his poisonous thorn, depending
upon the situation, will produce fruitful results, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ.
This will even cause a Madanī transformation in his life,
paving the way for the accomplishment of the Madanī aim
4
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‘I must strive to reform myself and the people of the entire
world, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ’.
7īSëFåD\QDåDϫQÁNDEåëD\SL\ÁUD\0XEDOOLJK
6KD\ϭÁQND\åHUZÁUNRQÁNÁPEDQÁGD\

Translation: O preacher! Never withdraw from preaching,
remaining unharmed from every attack of satan.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Promote call to righteousness
Dear Islamic brothers! The above parable also gives the message
that we should keep advising Muslims and calling them towards
righteousness for the betterment of our own worldly life and
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has
afterlife as well as that of other Islamic brothers. Allah Ȑ
said in Ayah number 55 of Sūraĥ Aż-Żāriyāt part 27:

Ð
Ð Ð Â Á Á Ð Ä ÁÄ Á Ð Ä Á Á
èßßé ǂ
 Á ǈÃ ɐÃ  ; Â  ɗÐ J 3aÌ ɖ_
Ã   .CÃ  aÃɖ 0

ǡǤ
>.DQ]XOêPÁQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @

0XMåD\WXPD\VëGRåLPPDWÀTÁ
'īQVDENRQD\NëNëGDՍZDWÀTÁ
%DQÁGRPXMåNREåëQD\NNKDϣODW
1DEëH5DΥPDW6KDIëՍH8PPDW
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Translation: O Rasool of Raতmaĥ and Intercessor of Ummaĥ
ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ øÆȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈ Ȧ Ä ȒøǽȻ
Ä Ţǀ
ü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭ
Ä ! Encourage me to call everyone towards
righteousness and make me also righteous.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Benefit from time
The above-mentioned parable also highlights the fact that waste
of time eventually causes embarrassment. Those spending youth
in carelessness, idleness and heedlessness end up regretting in
old age. Those spending youth in the dark cave of sins find it
very hard to come out of it in the bright daylight of virtuous
deeds because it is too late to do so in old age. Even if someone
wants to do something at that time, physical weakness and poor
health discourage him. Therefore, as long as one is young and
healthy, he should struggle hard to perform more and more
acts of worship and good deeds, remaining steadfast in them.
Today, if anyone shrinks from good deeds and indulges in bad
ones, losing his courage, capability and treasure of time, he will
have to regret tomorrow but in vain and without any gain. The
sharp-edged axe of time is unceasingly cutting the tree of our
life. Who can stop the flying time? Who can slow down the fastrunning vehicle of time? Therefore, value your time today taking
advantage of it. Otherwise, if lost once, it will be regretted but
not regained.
6
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6DGÁՌD\VKGDXUÁQGLNåÁWÁQDåëQ
*D\ÁZDTWSåLUåÁWåÁWÁQDåëQ

Translation: In luxury, one does not always remain. Lost time
can never be regained.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Definition of youth
It is stated on page 455 of the first volume of the 1022-page
book ‘Faizān-e-Sunnat’ published by Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ:
According to dictionaries, a person remains young from the age
of puberty to 30 or 40 years. From 30 to 50 years is the period of
middle age while old age starts after 50 years.

Blessing of Quran and young man
Dear Islamic brothers! Youth is the stage of life when physical
and intellectual abilities can greatly be benefitted from. It is
indeed the best age to acquire religious knowledge and study
Islamic scriptures [i.e. holy books of Islam]. In old age, man often
goes crazy losing his wisdom and power of consideration. The
treasure of memory gets buried. Mentally disturbed, the old
sometimes behave like children, doing ridiculous things. But
good news is for the young man who is habitual of reciting the
Holy Quran because he will remain protected from such troubles
and tribulations if he reaches old age.
7
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The renowned commentator, ণakīm-ul-Ummat Muftī Aতmad
Ä È §ȻÄ ȜÆ ȦÄȒøǽÄ has narrated that Sayyidunā
Yār Khān Na’īmī ŶÆ Ä Ȃ ɌøȑȻ ȜÆ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ǆÅ øƅ
Æ
‘Ikrimaĥ ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʝ
Ä §Ä has stated: The young man who is habitual
of reciting the Holy Quran will not be affected by this condition
(i.e. he will not forget the knowledge in old age he had gained
in young age.), Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ.
1īUXOՌ,UIÁQSDUW6XUDK$OΤDMM7DΥWDOÀ\Då

)LOPDXQVD\LUÁPDXQVD\GD\QDIUDW7ī,OÁåë
%DVVKDXTPXMåD\1DՍDWR7LOÁZDWNÁ.KXGÁGD\

Translation: O Almighty! Make me hate films and dramas.
Make me keen to recite Quran and Na’at.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Worship in young age brings peace in old age
Dear Islamic brothers! The above parable shows that the one
reciting the Holy Quran in youth will remain safe from
forgetfulness in old age by its blessing. It is commonly observed
that most old people use foul language and forget things but
there are some fortunate old people who are so knowledgeable
and intellectual that others feel overawed by them. One of the
reasons of this glory and greatness is the recitation of Quran
and other acts of worship performed in youth.
8
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Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ for adults
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! The global and non-political
By the grace of Allah Ȑ
movement for the preaching of Quran and Sunnaĥ, Dawat-eIslami has made commendable and concerted efforts, promoting
the teachings of Quran and arousing enthusiasm among young
people for worship. One of these efforts includes the establishment
of thousands of ‘Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ for Adults’ which are
usually held after ৡalāt-ul-‘Ishā all over the world at various places
and Masājid. During these Madāris, Islamic brothers learn the
recitation of the Holy Quran with correct pronunciation and
articulation, method of offering ৡalāĥ correctly, Sunan and
Du’ās all free of charge.

<HåëåD\ÁU]īWDՍOëPH4XUDQÁPåRMÁ\H
äDUDLNSDUFKDPVD\DīQFKÁSDUFKDPH,VODPåRMÁ\H
 
 

Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ for girls
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Besides the establishment of
By the grace of Allah Ȑ
Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ for adult Islamic brothers, Madāris-ulMadīnaĥ for adult Islamic sisters are also held under the
supervision of Dawat-e-Islami, promoting the teachings of the
Holy Quran (both ণif and Nāiraĥ). Thousands of Islamic
sisters learn Quran for free during these Madāris where female
teachers teach female students.

9
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In addition, countless other Madāris namely ‘Madrasa-tulMadīnaĥ’ have been established within and outside Pakistan.
In accordance with the report prepared in Rajab-ul-Murajjab
1435 AH, more or less 2064 Madāris have been established in
Pakistan alone in which almost 101410 boys and girls are getting
the education of ণif and Nāiraĥ for free.
Ռ$ϭÁåRVKDXT0DXOÁ0DGUDVD\PD\QÁQD\MÁQD\NÁ
.KXGÁ\ÁļDXTGD\4XUDQSDęåQD\NÁSDęåÁQD\NÁ

Translation: O Almighty! May I attend the Madrasaĥ, learn the
Holy Quran and teach it to others enthusiastically.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Inferior was made superior by Madanī environment
One of the departments of Dawat-e-Islami – Madrasa-tulMadīnaĥ for adults – has made it very easy for a young man to
learn Quran and good manners, to have enthusiasm for worship
and to make his afterlife better. Here is a summary of what an
Islamic brother stated: I had committed too many sins such as
providing VCR-cable, hanging around with loafers at night,
watching two to three movies every single day and attending
concerts all night.
Luckily, the star of my fortune shone. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÆ ȻǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ! By the blessing
of the constant individual effort made by an Islamic brother
10
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from the Nayabad area of Bāb-ul-Madīnaĥ Karachi, I attended
the Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ for adults where I was blessed with
the companionship of devotees of Rasūl and was inspired to
join the Madanī environment of the global and non-political
movement for the preaching of Quran and Sunnaĥ – Dawat-eIslami. I am now busy taking part in Madanī activities.
äD\Q,VOÁPëEåÁëVDEåëEåÁëEåÁë
äD\ED\ΥDGPDΥDEEDWEåDUÁ0DGDQë0ÁΥDXO

Translation: All Islamic brothers treat each others like brothers.
The Madanī environment is full of affection indeed.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Value your youth
A great Tābi’ī saint, Sayyidunā ‘Amr Bin Maymūn Awdī
Beloved and Blessed Rasoool
advising a person: Value five
(things) before five (other) things: Youth before old age, health
before illness, wealth before destitution, leisure time before
being busy and life before death.

Æ
ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻ
Ä Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has narrated that the
Å ʝ
Æ
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has said whilst

0LVKNÁWXO0DϣÁEëΥ.LWÁEXU5DTÁTFKDSWHUYROSSΤDGëġ
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A renowned Sufi poet, Sayyidunā Shaykh Muৢliতuddīn Sa’dī
Ä Ɍ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has said:
Shīrāzī Ā¥Æ ǀÄȞøɌȑȻȜÆ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻǆÅ ƅ

h h ûh û û h ûi mûh
 LAĺ
 ŎIźĻ djK AŋķǑÎ¤6R
ŴZŧŬ

h h
i
û hŵźû Ŷi Ŭi
Ŵ
û ȲiķdjKĵŇĺŏȽŎû IŷjŬĺ

Translation: O heedless person! Today, your hands of health
and courage are strong and free. Do something with them.
Tomorrow, these will be wrapped under the shroud. How can
they be used then? %īVWÁQH6DՍGë%ÁESS

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Value youth
Here is a summary of a piece of writing made by ণakīm-ulÄ È §ȻÄ ȜÆ ȦÄȒøǽÄ ,
Ummat Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān Na’īmī ŶÆ Ä Ȃ ɌøȑȻ ȜÆ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ǆÅ øƅ
highlighting the significance of youth. To aspire to perform
worship abundantly in old age with weak limbs after one has
wasted his youth in merriment and entertainment is nothing
but stupidity. Do in youth what you want to do. There is a very
great rank of a pious young man. Do not waste your life,
(especially) the period of health, wealth and youth. Perform
good deeds during it as one does not gain these favours again
Æ ȻǆÅ ÄƅÈ § has said:
and again. Miyān Muhammad Bakhsh ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä
6DGÁQDΥXVQMDZÁQëUDåDQGëVDGÁQDVXΥEDWH\ÁUÁQ
6DGÁQDEXOEXOEÁJKÁQEROD\VDGÁQDEÁJKEDåÁUÁQ
12
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Translation: This beautiful youth is not eternal, nor will the
company of friends and relatives be enjoyed forever. The chirping
nightingale and the beauty of the garden are not also ever-lasting.
0LUÁWXO0DQÁMëΥYROSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Saying of Sayyidunā Amīr Mu’āwiyaĥ while
departing this life
Æ
When Sayyidunā Amīr Mu’āwiyaĥ ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä was close to his
Å ʝ
Æ
Æ
Ä Ţǀ
death, he ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä said, ‘Make me sit.’ After he ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻ
Ä §Ä was
Å ʝ
Å ʝ
Æ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
made to sit, he ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä started making Żikr of Allah Ȑ
Å ʝ
Æ
and reciting Tasbīত. He ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä then said to himself tearfully
Å ʝ
Æ
(showing humility), ‘O Mu’āwiyaĥ (ȜÅ øÈ Ț øǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʝ
Ä §Ä )! You have
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ in old age after you
thought of making the Żikr of Allah Ȑ
have been weak. What did you do when the bush of youth was
fresh?’ /XEÁEXO,Υ\ÁSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Humility of saints is advice for us
Dear Islamic brothers! Despite being eager to perform good
Æ
 ü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ Ȕ
deeds, our pious predecessors Ţǀ
Ä §Ä were very humble.
Å ȞÅ ƅ
Æ
Sayyidunā Amīr Mu’āwiyaĥ ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʝ
Ä §Ä was a great companion
and had spent his life performing virtuous deeds, even then,
13
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Æ
he ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä wished that he had performed more worship.
Å ʝ
This act of humility on his part is actually a very nice piece of
advice for us. We can draw such a lesson as: O the young! Youth
is a very great favour. Value it. Do not spend it in idle activities.
Otherwise, if you come to your senses in old age attempting to
achieve something great, it will be like building castles in the
air, which is not possible.

û LĵŎh Kû ǽh  bh ĺŎû Aǝ
h h Ÿi  ĺũû bh
ĺŎd
j

ûh
P û h
ĺZŎû djLĵZ
 hķĺũbŷ
ŵ ǒÕ
R ɃõP Ůj ŦȖ

Translation: O young man! Do not idle your youth away. This
is not the time of relaxation and recreation but rather it is the
time of skills-enhancing and hard-working.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Youth even in old age
Stressing the importance of worship in youth, Sayyidunā
‘Allāmaĥ Ibn Rajab ণanbalī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has stated: One who
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ in his youth will be helped by Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
remembers Allah Ȑ
in his old age and weakness besides being blessed with good
hearing, vision, strength and intellect. Despite reaching the age
of hundred years, Sayyidunā Abū ৫ayyib ৫abarī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ
was mentally and physically fit and healthy. Someone asked
him of the secret of his health, so he ȜøÈ Ȧ Ä ȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÆ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ǆÅ ƅ
Ä È §Ä replied,
‘I protected my physical abilities from sins in my youth, so
14
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has retained them for me in my old age.’ On the
Allah Ȑ
contrary, Sayyidunā Junayd ȜøÈ Ȧ Ä ȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü Ä ǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÆ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ǆÅ ƅ
Ä È §Ä saw an old begging
Æ
man. He ȜøÈ Ȧ Ä ȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ Ȝøȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ǆÅ ƅ
Ä È §Ä said, ‘This person wasted (the rights) of
Ä
ǽ

Ȑ
Ǒ
¾Ä
Ǣ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ wasted (his strength) in
Ç
Allah Ä Ä Ç Ä in his youth, so Allah Ȑ
old age. 0DMPīՍDå5DVÁLO,EQ5DMDEYROSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Hard work in youth, benefit in old age
Dear Islamic brothers! Fortunate is the pious young man who
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ until he reached old
spent his youth worshipping Allah Ȑ
age. If such an old man aspires to perform worship but is unable
to do so owing to poor health and helplessness, he will still be
continuously granted the reward of the deeds he used to do
Æ
when healthy and young. Sayyidunā Anas Bin Mālik ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä
Å ʝ
has said: When a bondman reaches the last part of his age (having
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ continues
performed good deeds in the state of Islam), Allah Ȑ
to record good deeds in his book of deeds which he used to do
in his state of health. 0XVQDG$Eë<DՍOÁYROSSΤDGëġ

Reward for pious young man in old age
ণakīm-ul-Ummat Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān ¼ǀÄÇȚøǖøÄ È ȑ Ȼ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has
stated: If an old man who had been performing worship in his
youth is unable to perform more worship owing to old age,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ declares him to be exempted and records, in his book
Allah Ȑ
15
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of deeds, the very same acts of worship he used to do in his
youth. (‘Ārif-Billaĥ Shaykh Sa’dī Shīrāzī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has said:)

ûh h
û ŎA
û  űh Ŏû Kh
ŋɆû ŋj ƕ`j ǾjůĵŲh ŷjŬ
 ĺ
P i h P
m h
AKh Aűj ɉȕh q.Aŉh Ň
 jKĵķq.

i m
û Ŷû Ŷh Ŭ
h Ŷû Ȩh ŉZZZ
ƷBBB nj aŉZZZ
 IALh A
h ûh
i
û h ûh
ĵŒƚŷû hķIźû Ň Ʒ
R dŉj šŎŋ ķ

Translation: (It is a trait of masters to free old slaves. O my
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! O the One Who has adorned the world! Forgive
Creator Ȑ
the old aged Sa’dī as well).
0LUÁWXO0DQÁMëΥYROSS 

Therefore, value your youth, performing more and more acts
of worship so that you continue to reap their reward even in
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ despite being unable to
old age from the court of Allah Ȑ
perform them.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩ ĬA
Beloved man of Allah
It is stated in a ণadīš Qudsī that Sayyidunā ‘Abdullāĥ Bin ‘Umar
Äǭ
has narrated that the Holy Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ said, ‘The young man who believes in
has stated: Allah Ȑ
the predestination decided by Me, remains content with what I
have recorded [for him], contents himself with the sustenance

Æ
ǀȖ
Ä Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʝ
Ä ȞÅ ÈȚøǽȻ
Ä §Ä

16
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I have granted, and suppresses desires of his Nafs for My pleasure,
is like some of My angels in My court.’
-DPՍXO-DZÁPLՍYROSSΤDGëġ

Indeed, if man becomes an obedient bondman of Allah and a
true devotee of Beloved Mustafa, he becomes like angels or
even greater than them.

Better than angels
Dear Islamic brothers! Remember! Our Rasūls are greater than
the Rasūls of angels, and the Rasūls of angels are greater than
our Awliyā, and our Awliyā are greater than those angels who
are not Rasūl. Fussāq and Fujjār [i.e. sinners and evildoers] can
never be greater than angels.
)DWÁZÁ5D]DZL\\DåYROSS$Q1LEUÁVSS
Æ
Sayyidunā ‘Abdullāĥ Bin ‘Umar ǀȖÄ ȞÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻʝ
Ä §Ä has narrated that
Äǭ
the Renowned and Revered Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾ ÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has said:
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ loves such a person who has devoted his youth to
Allah Ȑ
obeying the Almighty. ΤLO\DWXO$ZOL\ÁYROSSΤDGëġ 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Dear Islamic brothers! The foregoing narrations contain plenty
of blessings for pious and fortunate young people who spend
17
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , performing other virtuous
their youth worshipping Allah Ȑ
deeds and overcoming unlawful desires. For them is the good
news of becoming beloved bondmen of Allah and gaining a
respectable status from His court. Since it is not something easy
to handle the bucking horse of Nafs in youth, the acts of worship
performed in youth also earn the worshipper more reward.

ণakīm-ul-Ummat Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān Na’īmī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ
has stated: One should refrain from sins in youth, remembering
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ because the parts of body are strong and Nafs is
Allah Ȑ
more inclined towards sins in youth. This is why the acts of
worship performed in this period are greater than the ones done
in old age. 0LUÁWXO0DQÁMëΥYROSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Dear Islamic brothers! In the present sinful age, most of the
youth have unfortunately drifted away from Quran and Sunnaĥ.
Intoxicated by the joys of youth, fascinated by worldly pleasures
and subjugated by Nafs and satan, they are drowning in the sea
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , the global
of sins and indecencies. By the grace of Allah Ȑ
and non-political movement for the preaching of Quran and
Sunnaĥ – Dawat-e-Islami made endeavours with courage and
enthusiasm for the reform of the Ummaĥ, successfully rescuing
the drowning people. The successful efforts of Dawat-e-Islami
are visible to everyone. The youth who were once the slaves of
18
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Nafs and satan were fortunately inspired to join the Madanī
environment of Dawat-e-Islami, causing an exciting Madanī
transformation in their boring lives. Devoting the beautiful
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and His
days of their lives to seeking the pleasure of Allah Ȑ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ øÆȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ , they adopted the Madanī motto:
‘I must strive to reform myself and the people of the entire world.’

Youth of Ummaĥ and Dawat-e-Islami
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! One of the many revolutionary steps
By the grace of Allah Ȑ
taken by Dawat-e-Islami includes setting the youth – stuck in
the mire of sins and obsessed with plans for the future of the
worldly life – on the path to piety, transforming them into
practicing Muslims for the betterment of their own afterlife. By
the blessing of the Madanī environment, a large number of
young Islamic brothers have devoted themselves to the Divine
path, staying away from worldly attractions and merriment. In
the terminology of Dawat-e-Islami, this devotion is referred to
as ‘Waqf-e-Madīnaĥ’.

0DTEīOMDåÁQEåDUPD\QåR'DZDWH,VODPL
ϢDGDTDåWXMåD\D\5DEH*KDIIÁU0DGëQD\NÁ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! May Dawat-e-Islami
Translation: O Forgiving Allah Ȑ
become famous all over the world for the sake of Madīnaĥ!

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
19
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Secret to best life
Dear Islamic brothers! It is a Madanī entreaty to you to join the
Madanī environment of Dawat-e-Islami and to make up your
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ for the betterment of your worldly
mind to worship Allah Ȑ
life as well as afterlife. The secret to best life is to worship and
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
obey Allah Ȑ
ণakīm-ul-Ummat Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān ¼ǀÄÇȚøȖÄ È øȑȻ ǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has
said: Every person spends his life. The best life is the one spent
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has particularly
in devotion to the Almighty Ȑ
commanded charity for the very same people who have devoted
their lives to Him. 7DIVëUH1DՍëPëYROSS
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ have mercy on them and forgive us without
May Allah Ȑ
accountability for their sake!

ğ
 hh  h iġ ğ h
û hû k ğ h û 
űŰŎh bh ȳȔ
j Abh jŷžû Ű ŠǓĵšh ȩĬA
 ǔŔǻ
 Ųj ƅA
 ƱȍAj aĵƎ
 Ųj A
j ǻ

jj

Reward of seventy ৡiddīqīn
Æ
Sayyidunā Anas ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has narrated that the Beloved and
Å ʝ
Æ
Æ
Äǭ
ȳ
Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has stated: The young man who
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , and acts
refrains from the things declared ণarām by Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ says to him, ‘For you is
upon His commandments, Allah Ȑ
the reward equivalent to seventy ৡiddīqīn’.

$WWDUJKëEIë)DÁLOXO$ՍPÁOSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
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Real bondman of Allah
Æ
Sayyidunā ‘Abdullāĥ Bin Mas’ūd ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has narrated that
Å ʝ
Äǭ
the Greatest and Holiest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has stated:
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ likes the most the
From among His creation, Allah Ȑ
handsome-faced young man who spends his youth and beauty
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ gets proud of him in the
in worshipping Allah Ȑ
presence of angels and says, ‘He is My real bondman.’

$WWDUJKëEIë)DÁLOXO$ՍPÁOSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Dear Islamic brothers! Very fortunate are the young Muslims
who spend their youth following Divine commandments and
suppressing the desires of Nafs and satan despite being able to
fulfill them. They remain overcome with deep Divine fear,
attaining the rank of becoming beloved bondmen of Allah.
Aতādīš state that there is good news for these fortunate people.
They also gain a great status and respect in society.

Modest young man
In order to turn youth into a beautiful period of blessings, to
protect it from the dirt of sins and to become a modest
Muslim, get the cassette of an audio-speech ‘Bā-ণayā Nojawān’
released by Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ, the publishing department
of Dawat-e-Islami. One can also get the 64-page booklet of the
very same speech from Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ. Read it yourself
21
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and gift it to others as well. You will get the treasure of blessings,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩ
Ȑ
Ä Ȼ ¼È Æ. Inculcating the mindset of staying away from evils,
refraining from laziness, serving religion and nation following
Æ
 ü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ Ȕ
in the footsteps of pious predecessors Ţǀ
Ä §Ä and acting
Å ȞÅ ƅ
upon Islamic teachings in order to gain success in the worldly
life as well as in the afterlife, a poet has excellently guided the
young generation:
7D\UD\ϣRID\åD\QDIUDQJëWD\UD\TÁOëQåD\Q,UDQL
/DåīPXMåNRUXOÁWëåD\MDZÁQRNëWDQÁVÁQë
$PÁUDWN\ÁVKDNåHNKXVUDZEåëåRWRN\ÁΥÁϣLO
1Á]DXUHΤD\GDUëWXMåPD\QQÁLVWLJKQÁ\H6DOPÁQë
1ÁåīQLVFKë]NRWDåļëEHΥÁГLUNëWDMDOOëPD\Q
.D\SÁ\ÁPD\QQD\LVWLJKQÁPD\QPLՍUÁMH0XVDOPÁQë

Translation: Your settee is Western and your carpet is Iranian.
I am shedding tears of blood due to the lavish and luxurious
lifestyle of our youth. Even though you have wealth or rule,
there is no use of them if you do not have the bravery of
Sayyidunā ‘Alī ȔɌȥǠÆ øŏÄ ɌøȑȻ ȜÅ øÄȞøǑɌ ¾ȻÄ Ţǀø
ü ÄǾøÄǉȻ ȜÅ øȹȒøȑȻ »Ä ǠÄÇ øÄŎ and the contentment of
Æ
Sayyidunā Salmān ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʝ
Ä §Ä . I have found the glory of being
a Muslim in contentment. Do not look for it in the civilization
of the present modern age.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
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Youth is a Divine favour
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
Dear Islamic brothers! Youth is a great favour of Allah Ȑ
One who has it should value it spending most part of it in acts
of worship and obedience. One should benefit from these precious
diamonds of time. ণakīm-ul-Ummat Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān
Æ
¼ǀÄÇȚøǖø
Ä øǕ
È §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has narrated: The worship performed in youth
Ä È ȑ Ȼ Ȝ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ Ȗ
is greater than the worship done in old age, as the perfect time
for worship is youth.

.HUMDZÁQëPD\QՌLEÁGDWNÁåLOëDFKFåëQDåëQ
-DEEXęåÁSÁÁJD\ÁNXFåEÁWEDQSHęWëQDåëQ
äD\EXęåÁSÁEåëJKDQëPDWMDEMDZÁQëåRFKXNë
<HåEXęåÁSÁEåëQDåRJÁPDXWMLVGDPÁJD\ë

Translation: Perform worship in youth. Do not get lazy. When
you reach old age, you will find worship very hard. If you have
spent youth, then consider even old age important because you
will not have even old age when you meet death.
Value your time. Consider it important. Lost time can never be
regained. 0LUÁWXO0DQÁMëΥYROSS
It is particularly essential to realize the importance of the days
of youth. With a healthy and fit body, a young person is able
enough to carry out commandments and perform acts of worship
diligently and excellently. Who can reap these blessings in old
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age! An old man even finds it hard to attend Masjid and is unable
to bear the severity of hunger and thirst. It is difficult to keep
all of Farঌ fasts let alone Nafl ones. Therefore, the worship
performed in youth is of great prominence.

Superiority of young worshipper
Æ
Sayyidunā Anas Bin Mālik ȜÅ øÈ Ț øǽȻÄ Ţǀü Ä ǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʝ
Ä §Ä has narrated that the
Äǭ
Revered and Renowned Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has stated: The
young man performing worship in the morning is superior to
the old man worshipping in old age; as Rasools (»ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ ȻȔÆÅ ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ ) are
superior to all people. -DPՍXO-DZÁPLՍYROSSΤDGëġ 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Dear Islamic brothers! While the foregoing narration shows that
the worshipping young man is indeed fortunate and for him is
the good news of superiority and success, this does not mean
that the old people are not important at all. My dear Islamic
brothers! This is a mistaken idea. Remember! It is a unique
feature of Islamic society that it grants elevation to the old as
well. In Islam, there is no such concept as turning the old person
out of home and having them admitted to some institution,
deeming them to be a burden. It is a distinctive characteristic of
Islam that it grants a particular status to every Muslim without
any discrimination of race, colour and age. And it is obligatory
for every Muslim to realize its significance. A brief detail of it is
24
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given in the booklet ‘The Respect of a Muslim’ published by
Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ, the publishing department of Dawat-eIslami. In short, every Muslim, whether old or young, is
considered important by Islam in a specific dimension.

Excellence of old age
Äǭ
The Revered and Renowned Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has said:
Do not pull out white hair as it is Nūr of a Muslim. The person
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
who gets old in [the state of] Islam – for this reason – Allah Ȑ
will record good deed for him, remove misdeed and raise the
rank. 6XQDQ$Eë'ÁZīG.LWÁEXW7DUDMMXOYROSSΤDGëġ
Æ
Sayyidunā Ka’b Bin Murraĥ ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has narrated that the
Å ʝ
Holiest and Greatest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ øÆȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ has said: One
who grew old in Islam, this old age would be Nūr for him on
the Day of Judgement.

6XQDQXW7LUPLļë)DÁLOXO-LåÁGYROSSΤDGëġ

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Therefore, the aged Islamic brothers should not lose heart. They
should not get disappointed. Every cloud has a silver lining.
Someone has rightly said:
äD\EXęåÁSÁEåëJKDQëPDWMDEMDZÁQëåRFKXNë
<HåEXęåÁSÁEåëQDåRJÁPDXWMLVGDPÁJD\ë
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Translation: If you have spent youth, then consider even old
age important because you will not have even old age when
you meet death.
No matter you realize the aim of your life in the world at any
stage, you should not be pessimist. Consider it important and
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ by shedding tears in His court
get busy pleasing Allah Ȑ
and adopting piety before the sun of your life goes down. With
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , beseeching
hope and fear, come in the court of Allah Ȑ
Him for mercy. Focus on the following hopeful Ayah:

 Ǥ

Â ÐÁ Á
Á
ÄÌ
ĔõÃ ö´ §Ã Á VÐ Ä  Ð Ã  ¡Ð wÁ J °¬

>.DQ]XOêPÁQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6īUDå$]=XPDU$\DK 

You will not return empty-handed and disappointed but rather
you will be blessed with the imperishable wealth of forgiveness,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩ
Ȑ
Ä Ȼ ¼È Æ. It should also be kept in mind that repenting in
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ even if in old age is a trait of the
the court of Allah Ȑ
fortunate ones. Nowadays, there are many people who have
reached old age but still take pleasure in various types of games
and ণarām deeds. They wasted their youth in heedlessness and
did not turn towards the path of piety even in old age. Which
period of life is now left for them to make preparations for
their afterlife?
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.HUQDSëUëPD\QWīJKDIODWLNKWL\ÁU
=LQGDJëNÁDEQDåëQNXFåLՍWLEÁU
ΤDOTSHUåD\PDXWND\NKDQMDUNëGåÁU
.HUEDVDEDSQD\NRPXUGDXQPD\QVKXPÁU
$LNGLQPHUQÁåD\ÁNKLUPDXWåD\
.HUOD\MRNHUQÁåD\ÁNKLUPDXWåD\

Translation: Don’t be heedless in your old age. A windstorm of
death will soon make the candle of your life go out. The blade
of the knife of death is at your throat. Therefore, consider
yourself among the dead. One day, you will have to meet your
death. Do whatever you want but remember that you have to
meet your death.

hi h  h

û

ğ

hh

Ġ

ġ
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
i ǔŔh Ķžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh

i
ġ h
ĬA
 Ǔj AAźû Ʌi źû Ļ
û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
û

h

ġ
ĬA
 ŋji ŧŤ ļh Ŏ
û A

Dear Islamic brothers! We should take advantage of our young
age. Otherwise we may end up regretting in our old age. At
that time, one is usually unable to achieve something great. He
desires to do something but lacks courage. He reminisces about
his youth but it does not return. He regrets his old age but in
vain because he is unable to get rid of it.
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-RÁND\QDMÁ\HZRåEXęåÁSÁGD\NåÁ
-RMÁND\QDÁ\HZRåMDZÁQëGD\Nåë

Translation: We have reached the old age that will remain with
us till our death. We have lost the young age that will never
return to us.
Dear Islamic brothers! There is indeed great excellence of
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ blesses
performing worship in young age. How greatly Allah Ȑ
the young person performing worship and refraining from sins
is described in the following parable.

Reward granted to pious young man
It is stated on page 17 of the booklet ‘Miraculous Wonders of
Æ
Faruq-e-A’zam ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä ’ published by Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ,
Å ʝ
the publishing department of Dawat-e-Islami: The counsellor
Æ
of the Rasool, Sayyidunā ‘Umar Fārūq-e-A’am ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä
Å ʝ
once went to the grave of a pious young person and said, ‘O so ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has made the following promise:
and-so! Allah Ȑ

Ì Á
Á Á Ð Á Á
Á Á Á  )C
 èÞàĉ é   ǂ
 Ã ǅÄ RÁ  É ÄÃFÁ  -C
Z Ã  0

ǡǤ
>.DQ]XOêPÁQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW$U5DΥPÁQ$\DK 

O young man! Tell! How are you in your grave?’ Calling out
Æ
the name of Sayyidunā ‘Umar Fārūq-e-A’am ȜÅ øÈ Ț øǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʝ
Ä §Ä
28
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twice, the pious young man said from the inside of the grave,
ğ
ğ hû  Ǎ
h h û h û h A ŉû hũ
û k K
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has bestowed
 j ŮŁh bh Ōğ Šh  ȗ
‘jĹ Ŷ ƠA
’ i.e. My Creator Ȑ
j ĵųŹj žj ȫ ĵśȭ
upon me both of these two Paradises.
7ÁUëNKH0DGëQDå'LPDVKTYROSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ Ȝˠȹ ȒøȑȻȘ
ü È ǄøǥÅ !
Ä øǖ

The above parable shows that one who spends his
life performing virtuous deeds and remaining overcome with
Divine fear will get deserving of two Paradises by the mercy of
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . Therefore, spend your youth in piety and asceticism,
Allah Ȑ
refraining from the fulfilment of the desires of Nafs. Stay alert
in youth. Remember! It is unwise to brag about the mortal and
perishable wealth of youth and beauty.
ΊåDOMÁ\HJë\HåMDZÁQëMLVSD\WXMåNRQÁ]åD\
7īEDMÁOD\FKÁåD\MLWQÁFKÁUGLQNÁVÁ]åD\

Translation: You will no longer be in the first flush of your youth,
yet you are proud of it. Blow the trumpet how much you want
but you will soon lose it.

hi h  h

û

ğ

hh

Ġ

ġ
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
i ǔŔh Ķžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh

i
ġ h
ĬA
 Ǔj AAźû Ʌi źû Ļ
û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
û

h

ġ
ĬA
 ŋji ŧŤ ļh Ŏ
û A
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Dear Islamic brothers! Listen to amazing parables of two
worshipping and Almighty-fearing young men and see how
great saintly-miracles are bestowed upon those whose hearts
are filled with Divine remembrance.

Saintly-miracle possessing young man
Sayyidunā Mālik Bin Dīnār §ǀøÄȆÇ øÄȂøɌȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖøÄ ǕɌ §Ä ȻȜÆ Ɍ Ȧø Ä ȒøǽÄ has stated: During a
journey, I felt raging thirst. Looking for water, I moved towards
a valley. All of a sudden, I heard a horrible sound. ‘Perhaps
some beast is chasing me’, I thought to myself. I was about to
flee when someone screamed out from among the mountains,
‘O man! There is no such matter as you have assumed. There is
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . He has heaved a deep sigh with great
a Walī1 of Allah Ȑ
wistfulness, uttering this high sound.’
Sayyidunā Mālik Bin Dīnār §ǀøÄȆÇ øÄȂøɌȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖøÄ ǕɌ §Ä Ȼ ȜÆ Ɍ Ȧø Ä ȒøǽÄ further said: As I
retraced the path, I came across a young man busy with
worship. Making Salām to him, I informed him of my thirst.
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
He said, ‘O Malik (ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä )! You have not got even a single
drop of water in such a huge universe.’ Then, going towards a
rock and kicking it, he said, ‘Quench our thirst with water by
the Omnipotence of the One Who has the power to raise even
decayed bones from the dead.’ Suddenly, water began to flow
out of the rock as if it was a spring. I drank it until I got satiated.
I then humbly said to the young man, ‘Please give me a piece of

1

i.e. friend
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advice I obtain lasting benefit from.’ So he said, ‘Get busy with
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ in seclusion. He Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will give you
the worship of Allah Ȑ
water in jungles.’ Saying this, he left me behind.
$U5DXXO)ÁLTSSDPHQGHG 

0D\Uë]LQGDJëEDV7D\UëEDQGDJëPD\Q
äëD\NÁVK*X]UD\VDGÁ<Á,OÁåë

Translation: O Almighty! If only I would spend my life in
Your worship.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Pious and Almighty-fearing young man
Sayyidunā Żunnūn Miৢrī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ has stated: I once moved
to Syria and passed by a lush green orchard where I saw a young
man busy offering ৡalāĥ under an apple tree. I felt a surge to
talk to him. After the young man finished ৡalāĥ, I tried to attract
his attention but he wrote the following couplets over the ground
instead of giving a verbal reply:

h û iûh
h û
h
Dĵ
j ŦƅA Ķji ůĵŁ bh j;ƆhȊA ťŹŬ
h hû
ûh h
ûh
D
j ƅĵơA
Ǎj aȵ ŉjû ƧAbh ŷȵ ŏh ȿĻƅ

hh û h i h k h i
ğh
ȵ ŵƅj _j ȄZůAŴZj
ŷZ
Ų`ĵŏjŰɉAşj ŶŲ
h h khk û i h h û hh h h
Aŋje ŬAJū
 j ɅŋjůŴ
 ȲŦĺŪśȫAJj ĵŦ

Translation: The tongue has been prevented from talking because
it is a cave of calamities and adversities. Therefore, when you
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . Never forget Him and
say something, make Żikr of Allah Ȑ
continue to glorify Him in every circumstance.

Deeply moved by what the young man had written, Sayyidunā
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
Żunnūn Miৢrī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ burst into tears. After he ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä
recovered, he also wrote the following couplets with his finger
over the ground:

h h û h h h h i û ȐA
ğ ǐ
aA
 j ĸû Ȭi bh
ȵ ŉZŽ ĺĸļŬ ĵŲ ŋŸ
h ûh h

û

h ih

h û ]Ǫ
Ġ ȹ
h
aA
ȵ ŋĻ`A jĹŲĵžŪj ůAǍ
j

h û
 h h ğ
hh
ǔĸû ɀZ
 ZŎƅj AĶZ
g Zj ĻǽŴZZjŲĵZZŲb

û h hh
h kh
h û Ȯh ū
û h Ǟ
;g ƾ
ŧj ȲjķĶ
 û ļi ȲĻƆŦ

Translation: Every writing person will enter his grave a day but
his writing will exist forever. Therefore, write such a thing that
brings you happiness on the Day of Judgement.
Sayyidunā Żunnūn Miৢrī ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ further said: Reading
what I had written, the pious young man let out a scream and
passed away. I thought about bathing and shrouding him but I
heard a voice from the unseen: ‘Żunnūn! Leave him. The Creator
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ) has promised him that angels will bath
of the universe (Ȑ
and shroud him.’ Listening to it, Sayyidunā Żunnūn Miৢrī
ĀȠÆ øȊÄ ɌøȑȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻǆÅ Ȗ
Ä øǕ
È §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽÄ moved to a side of the orchard and got busy with
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
worship. Having offered some Rak’āt of ৡalāĥ, he ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä
saw that the young man had disappeared.
5DXXU5L\ÁΥëQSSDPHQGHG 
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5DåīQPDVWRED\NKXGPD\Q7D\UëZLOÁPD\Q
3LOÁMÁPD\VÁSLOÁ<Á,OÁåë

Translation: O Almighty! Make me drink such a beverage that
I always remain infatuated with Your worship.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Fortunate ones under the shade of ‘Arsh
Congratulation to the worshipping and Almighty-fearing young
man! On the Day of Judgement, the sun will be blazing down
from the distance of a mile and there will be no shelter from its
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will
scorching heat except for the shade of ‘Arsh. Allah Ȑ
bless the fortunate young man with the merciful shade of His
‘Arsh. Sayyidunā ‘Abdur Raতmān Jalāluddīn Suyū৬ī Shāfi’ī ȻȜÆ Ɍ Ȧ Ä ȒøǽÄ
Æ
Ä Ţǀ
ȢøȅÆ ǀøŏ
Ä ǕɌ §Ä has narrated that Sayyidunā Salmān ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻ
Ä ɌøȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ Ȗø
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä
Å ʝ
Æ
wrote a letter to Sayyidunā Abū Dardā ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä , mentioning:
Å ʝ
‘Muslims with certain attributes will be under the shade of
‘Arsh: (Two of them include)
1. The person who was grown in such a way that his
companionship, youth and strength were put into
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
pleasing Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and tears
2. The person who made the Żikr of Allah Ȑ
welled up in his eyes in His [i.e. Divine] fear.

0XϣDQQDI,EQ$Eë6KD\EDå.LWÁEX]=XåGYROSSΤDGëġ
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<Á5DEPD\Q7D\UD\NKDXIVD\URWÁUDåīQåHUGDP
7īDSQëPDΥDEEDWPD\QPXMåD\PDVWEDQÁGD\

Translation: O Almighty! May I often shed tears in Your fear!
Bless me with overwhelming love of Yours.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Æ
 ü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ Ȕ
Our pious predecessors Ţǀ
Ä §Ä would value their youth very
Å ȞÅ ƅ
much and would also advise others to do so.

Advice of Imām Ghazālī
Advising the youth as well as those who delay repentance,
ণujjat-ul-Islam Sayyidunā Imām Abū ণāmid Muhammad Bin
Æ
 Æ ȠÄ Ɍøȑ Ȼ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ øȖ
Muhammad Ghazālī Ţ
Ä øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜøɌ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ has stated: Don’t you
consider how long have you been promising your Nafs that
you will commence performing virtuous deeds tomorrow? The
‘tomorrow’ has turned into ‘today’. Do you not see that ‘tomorrow’
has passed, turning into ‘yesterday’? The fact is that you will be
incapable of doing the good deed tomorrow more than today.
(One who leaves today’s work unfinished until tomorrow and
delays repentance and obedience) is like the person who is unable
to uproot the tree in his youth and delays it until the next year
despite knowing the fact that the tree will get stronger, as time
goes by, and he will get weaker. Hence one who is unable to
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uproot it in his youth will never be able to uproot it in old age.
,Υ\ÁXOՌ8OīPYROSS 

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Dear Islamic brothers! How thought-provoking the foregoing
 Æ ȠÄ Ɍøȑ Ȼ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ øȖ
Ä øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ øɌ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ is! How can the person
saying of Imām Ghazālī Ţ
who shows laziness in carrying out the commandments of
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and Sharī’aĥ in his youth be expected to make up
Allah Ȑ
for these mistakes in old age when his body will have been
weak? Therefore, value your youth and tether the loose horse
of Nafs to the pillar of piety within the same period of your life.
Hasten to do penance because no one knows when the time of
his death comes. One can meet his death anytime whether in
youth or in childhood.
Therefore, no matter you are passing any stage of your life,
ponder over death. Hasten to do penance. The youth, in particular,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ likes very much the
should pay attention because Allah Ȑ
penance done by a youth.

Excellence of repentance in youth
The Greatest and Holiest Rasool

Äǭ
ȔÇÄ ȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä

has stated:

ğ Ġ i  hh hġ ğ
h ğ  ğ ĵŒɉA
 ĶjƘ
 Ǔĵšȩ ĬA
 `j A One who does penance in his youth
‘ĶjɋĵȋA B

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .’
is the beloved of Allah Ȑ

.DQ]XOՌ8PPÁO.LWÁEXW7DXEDå$O-X]YROSSΤDGëġ
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Beloved bondman of Allah
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
A preacher of Islam ‘Allāmaĥ Shaykh Shu’ayb ণarīfīsh ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä
Ä
ǽ
 Ç ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Ä loves His bondman when he does penance
has stated: Allah Ȑ
in his youth. A youth is like an evergreen shrub. If a youth,
despite being attracted to worldly pleasures and enjoyment,
refrains from these things for Divine pleasure, so he gets
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , joining the fold of His
deserving of the love of Allah Ȑ
beloved bondmen. ΤLNÁ\DWD\QDXU1DϣëΥDWD\QSS
Æ
Sayyidunā Anas Bin Mālik ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has narrated that the
Å ʝ
Äǭ
Revered and Renowned Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has stated:
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ does not like anyone more than the repenting youth.
Allah Ȑ

.DQ]XOՌ8PPÁO.LWÁEXO0DZÁՍLГ$O-X]YROSSΤDGëġ

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
Do Istighfār in youth
Dear Islamic brothers! How fortunate the worshipping and
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ makes him a beloved bondman.
repenting youth is! Allah Ȑ
It is rightly said:

َﻤﱪِی
َ َدر َﺟ َﻮاﻧِﯽ ﺗ َﻮﺑَﻪ ﻛَﺮ َدن ﺷَ ﻴ َﻮ ِٔه ﭘَﯿﻐ

ِ ُﻗﺖ ِﭘﯿﺮِی ﮔ
ِ َو
ﺮگ ﻇَﺎﻟِﻢ ِﻣﯽ ﺷَ َﻮد ﭘَﺮﮬﯿﺰﮔﺎر
Translation: To make Istighfār in youth is a Sunnaĥ of
Å ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ . In old age, even a cruel wolf puts on
Rasools »ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä  Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ Ȼ ȔÆ
the disguise of piety.
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Satanic thought and cure for it
Satanic thought: The foregoing couplet describes penance and
 Å ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ , whereas
Istighfār as being a Sunnaĥ of Rasools »ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä  Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ Ȼ ȔÆ
penance is performed for sins. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÄ¦ ǀøÄǾ øȕÄ can sins be committed
Å ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ ?
even by Rasools »ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ ȻȔÆ


Å ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ
Cure for satanic thought: Never ever. Rasools »ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä  Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ Ȼ ȔÆ
are Ma’ৢūm from every sin and misdeed. The word ‘Ma’ৢūm’
here implies that Divinely bestowed protection has been promised
to them. Thus, by Sharī’aĥ, it is impossible for them to commit
any sin. Likewise, they are also unanimously Ma’ৢūm from
every deed contrary to their status and glory both before and
after Prophethood. Furthermore, they are absolutely Ma’ৢūm
from grave sins. And the truth is that they are Ma’ৢūm even
from committing minor sins purposely both before and after
Prophethood. 'HULYHGIURP%DåÁUH6KDUëՍDWYROSS
Å ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ
Admittedly, it has been narrated that Rasools »ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä  Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ Ȼ ȔÆ
used to do penance and Istighfār but they did so in order to
show humility and teach their Ummaĥ. This is the reason why
penance and Istighfār are described as being a Sunnaĥ of
Å ȞøÈ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ in the foregoing couplet.
Rasools »ȮÄ øǦÄÇ øȑ¾Ä Å ȠüȒǮøȑÄÇ ȻȔÆ

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
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Advice to young man
ণujjat-ul-Islam Sayyidunā Imām Muhammad Bin Muhammad
Æ
 Æ ȠÄ Ɍøȑ Ȼ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ øȖ
Ghazālī Ţ
Ä øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜøɌ Ȧ øÄ Ȓ øǽÄ has stated: Advising a young man,
Sayyidunā Manৢūr Bin ‘Ammār §ǀøÄȆÇ øÄȂøɌȑȻ ȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻ ǆÅ ȖøÄ ǕɌ §Ä Ȼ ȜÆ Ɍ Ȧø Ä ȒøǽÄ said, ‘O young
man! You must not be deceived by your youth. Many youths
indulged in long hopes and forgot their death, delaying and
ignoring repentance, saying: ‘I will repent tomorrow or the day
after tomorrow’. At last, the angel of death came whilst they were
heedless of their death. They were buried in their dark graves and
were not benefited by their wealth, slaves, parents and offspring.
It is stated in Ayahs 88 and 89 of Suraĥ Ash-Shu’arā, part 19:

ÁÄ
Ð Á ÄÌ Á Á
Á Á ¿ Â Á Á
èâãý é  ȗÀ ȝÐ Ã fÁ  EÀ ÃF õÁ ö´ Ǝƚ  Ð Á  °¬Ã   èââĈ é   .Á ¡Ð Â Á F °¬ 0Ä   ,CÁ   ɗÐ Á ª °¬ -Á ¡Ð Á ª
        Ǥ    
͙
ǡ Ǥ
>.DQ]XOêPÁQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW$VK6KXՍDUÁ$\DKV 
0XNÁVKDIDWXO4XOīESS 

hi h  h

û

ğ

hh

Ġ

ġ
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
i ǔŔh Ķžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
i
ġ h
ĬA
 Ǔj AAźû Ʌi źû Ļ
û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
û

h

ġ
ĬA
 ŋji ŧŤ ļh Ŏ
û A


1

The heart which is safeguarded from defective beliefs.
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Dear Islamic brothers! In order to make preparations for the
afterlife, to refrain from sins, to get steadfast in good deeds
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and His Rasool
and to spend your youth obeying Allah Ȑ
ȔÄÇȒøǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ øÆȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ øÈ Ȧ Ä ȒøǽȻ
ü øÄǾ øÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭ
Ä , always stay affiliated with the Madanī
Ä Ţǀ
environment of Dawat-e-Islami. Travel with the Sunnaĥ-Inspiring
Madanī Qāfilaĥs in the company of the devotees of Rasūl. In
order to spend a successful life and to make your afterlife better,
act upon Madanī In’āmāt performing Fikr-e-Madīnaĥ daily and
hand in its booklet to the relevant responsible person every month.
Attend weekly Sunnaĥ-Inspiring Ijtimā’āt with zeal and zest.
So as to do penance steadfastly and to get detailed information
about it, read the 132-page book ‘Taubaĥ ki Riwāyāt-o-ۉikāyāt’
brought out by Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ, the publishing department
of Dawat-e-Islami. Furthermore, attend Madanī Mużākaraĥs,
gaining the pearls of knowledge and wisdom. The Islamic
brothers and sisters from outside Karachi should watch Madanī
Mużākaraĥs on the Madani Channel.

Blessing of watching Madanī Mużākaraĥ on
Madani Channel
Here is a summary of an extract taken from page 58 of the
book ‘Backbiting – A Cancer in our Society’ published by
Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ, the publishing department of Dawat-eIslami: Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȻȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜø
Å Ȗ
Ä È ȑÄ , Dawat-e-Islami – a global and non-political
È ǖø
movement for the preaching of Quran and Sunnaĥ – has
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established several departments, promoting the message of
Islam all over the globe. Amongst them is the department of
Madani Channel, a television channel whereby Dawat-e-Islami
is spreading Islamic teachings among households in several
countries. It is a fully Islamic channel and is one of a kind in
the world, as it has no films and dramas, no songs, no women,
and no music of any kind.
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȻ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜø
Å Ȗ
Ä È ȑÄ !
È ǖø

By the blessing of the Madani Channel, several
non-Muslims have embraced Islam. Countless such people who
did not use to offer ৡalāĥ have started offering ৡalāĥ regularly
and innumerable people have repented of their sins, adopting
Sunnaĥ. Let us hear a Madanī parable, e-mailed by an Islamic
brother, realizing the effectiveness of the Madani Channel.
Here is its summary: It is commonplace these days that people
indulge in backbiting while talking even without noticing it.
An Islamic brother who had come to Bāb-ul-Madīnaĥ (Karachi)
from Hyderabad (Bāb-ul-Islam) told other Islamic brothers:
One of my friends told me, ‘My sister is short-tempered. If she
gets upset with anyone, she avoids them. One day, my sister
had a row with my sister-in-law about some issue and stopped
talking to her. Coincidentally, that very night, a ‘Madanī
Mużākaraĥ’ was aired on the Madani Channel – a very popular
and the 100% Islamic channel run by Dawat e Islami. During
the Madanī Mużākaraĥ, the mindset of protecting oneself from
the destructiveness of backbiting was inculcated. By blessing of
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watching the Madanī Mużākaraĥ, the very same short-tempered
sister of mine who used to avoid meeting others not only
approached my sister-in-law but also apologized to her, getting
reconciled with her.’

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA


Dear Islamic brothers! Near the end of my speech, I would have
the honour to mention the excellence of Sunnaĥ as well as some
Sunan and manners. The Rasool of Raতmaĥ, the Intercessor of
Ummaĥ, the Owner of Jannaĥ ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ has said, ‘One
who loved my Sunnaĥ, loved me, and one who loved me would
be with me in Paradise.’
0LVKNÁWXO0DϣÁEëΥYROSSΤDGëġ 

6ëQÁåWD\Uë6XQQDWNÁ0DGëQDåEDQD\ÀTÁ
-DQQDWPD\QSDęDXVëPXMåD\WXPDSQÁEDQÁQÁ

Translation: May my heart get filled with love for your
Äǭ
Sunnaĥ. O Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ! Please make me a
neighbour of yours in Paradise.

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû ŰŔh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
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Entering and leaving home: 12 Madanī pearls
1. When leaving home, read this Du’ā:

 ɟÆ Çü Ȓ ȑǀǃÆ ȭÄÇ Æ ÄȠÄÇ øÅȉ ȭÄ ¾Ä  ºÄ ȠÈ Ǖ
Ä ȭÄ ɟÆ Çü Ȓ ȑ ʄÄÄ ʋ ǈÅ È ȒÄÇʅȠÄ øǉÄ  ɟÆ Çü Ȓ ȑȔÆ Ǧ
 È ǃÆ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ǡ  Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ ǡ
 Ȑ
 Ǥ

6XQDQ$Eë'ÁZīGYROSSΤDGëġ 
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩ
Ä Ȼ ¼È Æ!

By the blessings of reciting this Du’ā’, the
reciting person will remain on the right path and safe from
calamities besides being blessed with Divine help.

2. The Du’ā of entering home is:

Ä
 ɟÆ øÇüȒȑȔÆ øǦÈ ǃÆ ¢Æ ǠÄ ø ǚÈ ȖÈÄ ȑŸø
Ä È øǙÄ ¾Ä ǐÆ ÄȑȠø
È øȖÈÄ ȑŸø
Ä È øǙÄ Ȍø
 Ç Æ Æ Ȕø
 ÄÇ ȞÅ ÇüȒȑÄ 
Ä øÅȑþ żøǥÈ Ä Ăť
 È ȑ¾Ä 
 ǀȚÄ È Ȓ ÄÇ ʅȠÄ ǉÄ ǀȚÄ ǃÆÇ §Ä ÆɟÇüȒ ȑʄÄÄ ʋ¾Ä ǀȚÄ Ǒ
È ǠÄ ǙÄ ɟÆ ÇüȒ ȑȔÆ Ǧ
 È ǃÆ ¾Ä ǀȚÄ ǒÄ

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ ǡ  Ǥ
 Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ   
  ȋȌ      Ȑ
Ä
ǽ

Ȑ
Ǒ
¾
Ǣ
Ä
ȋȌ      Ç Ä Ä Ç Ä       

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ ǡȐ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ Ǥ LELGΤDGëġ 
Ȑ

After reciting this Du’ā, say Salām to the household, and
Äǭ
present Salām to the Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .
Then recite Sūraĥ Al-Ikhlās. There will be blessing in your
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sustenance and the house will be protected from disputes,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩ
Ȑ
Ä Ȼ¼È Æ.
3. Say Salām to the Maতārim and Maতrimāt (e.g. the mother,
the father, the brother, the sister, children and the wife etc.)
4. If anyone enters home without mentioning the name of
Allah

ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ,

ġ

e.g. without saying jĬA
  űj Zŏ
û j ȵ, satan also enters

with him.
5. If one enters a house where no one is present (even one’s
own empty home) he should say:



Ź
 Ä È ǖÆ ÆȒǮȑ
ÄÇ Ä 
Çü ɟÆ Çü Ȓ ȑ ¥Æ ǀǄÄ ǽÆ  ʄÄü ʋ¾Ä  ǀȚÄ ʎÄÈ ȒʋÄ  »Å ȮÄ Ǧȑ

¢Ǥ

The angels will reply to this Salām. 5DGGXO0XΥWÁUYRO
SS One can also say the following:



Ű
ÅÇ Æ ʮÄÇ ȑǀȞÄ ÅȥÇ Ä  Ȍ
 Ä ȦÄÈ ȒʋÄ »Å ȮÄ Ǧȑ
ÄÇ Ä 

Å ʄÄÇ ǭ
ÄȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä ¢Ǥ

The sacred and blessed soul of the Holy Rasool
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä is present in the homes of Muslims.
6KDUDΥ$VK6KLIÁOLO4ÁUëYROSS 
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û i ûh h i h ğ h

6. Before you enter someone’s home, say ‘ű ȲžŰŠ _ ƆŏɉA!
May I come in?’
7. If permission for entry is not given, return happily without
getting annoyed. Perhaps they may not have given permission
due to some compulsion.
8. When someone knocks at your door, it is Sunnaĥ to ask
as to who it is. The knocking person should tell his name,
for example, Muhammad Ilyās. Instead of telling the name,
saying such things as Madīnaĥ! ‘It’s me’, ‘open the door’
etc. is not Sunnaĥ.
9. After you have told your name, stand at a side so that you
do not look inside the house as soon as the door opens.
10. It is prohibited to peek into someone’s home. Some houses
are taller than the other adjoining ones. Therefore, those
living in taller houses should take great care when looking
out from the balcony or window of their house.
11. When you go to someone’s home, do not unnecessarily
criticize home arrangements, as this could be hurtful to
them.
12. When leaving, make Du’ā for the household, thank them, say
Salām, and gift them a Sunnaĥ-Inspiring booklet, if possible.
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In order to learn various Sunan, buy and read the two
publications of Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ, ‘Baĥār-e–Sharī’at (part 16)’,
consisting of 312 pages, and ‘Sunnatayn aur Ādāb’, consisting
of 120 pages. An excellent way of acquiring knowledge about
Sunnaĥ is to travel with the Madanī Qāfilaĥs of Dawat-e-Islami
in the company of the devotees of Rasool.
6ëNåQD\VXQQDWD\Q4ÁILOD\PD\QFKDOR
/īϫQD\UDΥPDWD\Q4ÁILOD\PD\QFKDOR
äDXQJëΥDOPXVKNLOD\Q4ÁILOD\PD\QFKDOR
3ÁRJH\EDUDNDWD\Q4ÁILOD\PD\QFKDOR
½ǡ¢½
 ǡ¢½
 ǡ¢½
 ǡ¢½

û hh Ġ
hi h  h iġ ğ h
 ǔŔĶžûj ĸ ơA
h ȇAźû Ű Ŕh
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
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T

he Great Spiritual and Scholarly Luminary of the 21st century,
‘Allāmaĥ Maulānā Abu Bilal Muhammad Ilyas Attar Qadiri

Razavi

ȜøÄȦøÆȑǀøÄǾøÈȑȻ Ȕø
È ȕ
Å ǉÅ ǀøȍÄ ǠÄ øÄǃȻ ǈø
Ä Ä¥
Å Ȟø

has founded Dawat-e-Islami (the global and

non-political movement for the preaching of Quran and Sunnaĥ)
which is spreading Islamic teachings in more than 93 walks of life.
If you want to know about the Founder of Dawat-e-Islami, his books,
booklets, and various departments of Dawat-e-Islami, then visit
this website: www.dawateislami.net.
Moreover, Dawat-e-Islami is also spreading the message of Islam
all over the world by Madani Channel, a 100% purely Islamic channel.
No matter wherever you are in the world, if you are interested in
watching Madani Channel, then follow the given frequencies. If
you want to contact us, then email us: overseas@dawateislami.net
0DGDQL&KDQQHO²*OREDO&RYHUDJH3DUDPHWHUV
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